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FOREWORD BY DAVE MORRIS

It is generally thought that the boom time
for gamebooks was the 1980s. Back then,
every publisher wanted at least one
gamebook series and it was hard for the
small pool of authors willing to wrangle
with flowcharts and rules systems to keep
up with demand.
In a moment of inspiration, Mikaël Louys,
founder of Megara Entertainment, has seen
that crowdfunding could point the way to
an entirely new funding paradigm for
specialist interest publications.
Role-playing games and gamebooks, which
would have struggled to find a market on
the shelves of a bookstore, at one stroke
become a very viable proposition when
backed by a devoted core of aficionados.
Of course, there is rarely a new thing even
in the third millennium, and Kickstarter
book ventures in fact represent a return to
the 18th century model of publishing
whereby a subscription would be raised to
pay for the writing and printing of a new
work.
So gamebooks may have left their ‘80s
heyday behind, but reports of their
extinction have been wildly exaggerated.
Instead they could, alongside other hobby
and genre interests, spearhead a whole
new evolution in publishing.

It’s not just the financial side of gamebook
publishing that’s changing. We are starting
to see innovations in content too. Back in
the 1980s, it was hard to convince
publishers to try anything new because the
standard
fantasy
gamebooks were selling so well.

I’m not even sure that I’d use the label
‘gamebook’ anymore. That seems to imply
something to read on the bus home from
school, something to fit in after homework.
Mr Gresty is writing interactive literature
here, making full use of the medium at his
disposal to provoke, stimulate and
challenge the reader in interesting ways,
and I’m sure we’ll look back on
as a pioneer of a whole new phase
in the ongoing evolution of the interactive
novel.

Now, that whole genre of gaming has been
claimed by videogames, which will win
hands down when it comes to dungeon
crawls and monster bashing. Gamebooks
have to get smarter. They have to evolve
into new genres and styles. They must
thrive by identifying the things they can do – DAVE MORRIS
better than videogames.
More complex characterization. A greater
variety of situations. Deeper exploration of
themes. That level of moral and emotional
richness that prose can do better than any
other medium.
is just one such work and it
can only do so much. But I’m interested in
the mold-breaking aspects that Paul Gresty
is trying out here.
The usual second-person, present tense
that has been the standard register of
gamebooks since Steve Jackson’s
has gone, throwing us into a medium
that feels grown-up, intriguing, and full of
properly differentiated characters.

HOW TO CONDUCT AN INVESTIGATION

CHARACTERISTIC TESTS

CHARACTERISTIC SCORES

You will see on the character sheets that each
detective has a score for each of these five
characteristics. At certain points during this
adventure, you will be asked to make a
characteristic test. Each test will be given a
difficulty number. For example:

In your adventures, you guide the actions of
three private detectives – Humphrey Brown,
Joseph Strelli and Thomas Shanigan. Each of
these detectives has five distinct characteristic
scores. They are:
STRENGTH A measure of a detective's
brute force, as well as his ability to resist
damage.

In this case, you should roll two six-sided dice,
REFLEXES Dexterity, speed and hand-eye and add the detective's pertinent
coordination. A detective with a high characteristic. If the total score
the difficulty number, then the
Dexterity score is quick on his feet.
detective has passed the test, and should turn
KNOWLEDGE This score represents a to the pertinent number.
detective's overall level of education, as well
as his reasoning powers and memory.
INSIGHT This characteristic measures a
detective's perceptive abilities, and general
common sense. It also indicates his ability to
resist supernatural influence.
CHARM An indication of a detective's social
skills, and his ability to influence others.
A detective's characteristics may occasionally
increase or decrease during the adventure.

HEALTH LEVELS

CODEWORDS

Each detective begins has 5 Health Levels. A The detectives' actions may have long-lasting
detective's Health Level corresponds to his consequences. Codewords are a record of
overall well-being, and ability to continue his certain actions or events that have taken place.
investigation, as follows:
Make a note of them on the Codeword
IN PERFECT HEALTH, SHAKEN UP, HURT, Checklist. Some codewords will be important
during this adventure, whereas some may only
BADLY HURT, CLOSE TO DEATH
prove relevant in future Arcana Agency
You may sometimes be given instructions such adventures.
as, 'Humphrey loses two Health Levels'. If, for
example, Humphrey was 'In Perfect Health', he ITEMS
would in this case move down to 'Hurt'.
During the course of this investigation, the
All detectives start this adventure 'In Perfect detectives may sometimes acquire items. Make
a note of any such items in the space provided
Health'.
on the character sheet.

If any detective dies during Part 3 of this book,
or if during Part 3 the investigation proves
unsuccessful for any reason, you may wish to
restart from the beginning of Part 3 rather than
going back to the very beginning of the book.
For this reason, you may find it prudent to
make a note of the detectives' Health Levels,
any items they possess, and any codewords you
have acquired at the conclusion of Part 2.
It is assumed that the detectives already possess
any items that are reasonably common in 1932
– the detectives all carry a little money, for
example. Other than this, they start this
adventure with no notable equipment.

DETECTIVE #1: HUMPHREY BROWN
Humphrey is a New York native, who grew up
in the affluent surroundings of Greenwich
Village. Humphrey's father, Rupert Brown,
was a prominent archaeologist before his
death when Humphrey was just nineteen years
old. Humphrey followed his father into
academia, showing remarkable skill in the field
of anthropology – he was the youngest
professor to achieve a teaching position at
Columbia University in 53 years. And yet
Humphrey sees himself as something of a
romantic, and he has for some time felt that his
teaching career lacks the means to satisfy his
adventurous spirit – perhaps his need to live up
to the standards set by his father has
overshadowed the more dynamic desires at
the core of his soul, he believes. He has
recently taken a sabbatical year to reflect upon
his decisions so far. On a whim, he has applied
for a position with Arcana Agency, a firm of
private investigators reputed to specialize in
the ghoulish, the spooky. His surprise was
significant when he was not only offered a
position with the firm, but also asked to head
its New York branch. He fervently hopes to
prove himself worthy of the trust invested in
him.
LIST OF ITEMS

STRENGTH:
REFLEXES:
KNOWLEDGE:
INSIGHT:
CHARM:

3
2
5
4
2

HEALTH LEVELS
IN PERFECT HEALTH
SHAKEN UP
HURT
BADLY HURT
CLOSE TO DEATH

DETECTIVE #2: JOE STRELLI
Joe is a third-generation Italian American, child
to a tailor and a storekeeper. He has always
found his parents' professions honorable, and
yet has also desired something greater for
himself. Academically gifted, he was offered a
scholarship to study law at Saint James
University, and was the only one of six siblings
to reach higher education. And yet, though
Joe's grades at Saint James were frequently
highest in his class, he was an unruly, disruptive
student. He was finally expelled from the
course following a bar fight with a fellow
student. Joe hopes to resume his education.
Refusing to accept money from his parents, he
has sought a job with a private detective firm,
Arcana Agency, in order to fund future study.
The agency's curious reputation has in fact
attracted him to this firm over several others
– though skeptical of the mere existence of
ghosts and goblins, he has always been drawn
to the unconventional. He is a keen sportsman,
and has a gift for driving all kinds of motor
vehicles. Though he outwardly professes a
wish to enter the higher strata of society, he is
beginning to realize that he is most
comfortable in some of New York's more
disreputable areas – and even with some its
less reputable women.
LIST OF ITEMS

STRENGTH:
REFLEXES:
KNOWLEDGE:
INSIGHT:
CHARM:

3
4
4
2
4

HEALTH LEVELS
IN PERFECT HEALTH
SHAKEN UP
HURT
BADLY HURT
CLOSE TO DEATH

DETECTIVE #3: TOM SHANIGAN
Tom is a recent immigrant to the United
States, originally hailing from Galway, Ireland.
There, Tom was a skilled boxer with a
promising lightweight career ahead of him.
And yet the sight of the flattened noses and
cauliflower ears of the retired boxers who
trained him always terrified Tom. He decided
to leave that world early, to preserve the looks
that God had blessed him with and to maybe
someday find a pretty wife. His move to the
United States was motivated by his ambition to
accumulate great wealth – willfully blind to
reports of economic depression and mass
homelessness and joblessness, Tom viewed
America as a land of plenty. He has decided
that acting might be a fairly easy profession,
and yet also highly rewarding, and has often
imagined himself on the silver screen, while
wondering if he should do a little theater work
or take some acting classes. A firm believer in
supernatural forces, Tom was largely drawn to
Arcana Agency because he wanted to see what
kind of company would openly confess that it
shared his convictions. He has since learned
that Arcana Agency also has a branch in
Hollywood, and wonders how he might
convince his superiors that he deserves a
transfer.
LIST OF ITEMS

STRENGTH:
REFLEXES:
KNOWLEDGE:
INSIGHT:
CHARM:

5
3
2
4
3

HEALTH LEVELS
IN PERFECT HEALTH
SHAKEN UP
HURT
BADLY HURT
CLOSE TO DEATH
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Bibi accepted the job, though she remains
somewhat skeptical about the existence of the
supernatural. She is elegant and charming, and
BEVERLY BELINDA CRAVEN
she's learned that men have an annoying habit
The daughter of a drill instructor in the of falling in love with her.
American army, 'Bibi' Craven spent her
childhood moving from training base to training She has so far been quick to reject all suitors –
base, and never considered any one city in in truth, she wonders if they realize she remains
more drill instructor than fairytale princess at
particular 'home'.
heart.
As such, she tends to become far more
attached to people than to places or things –
though Bibi is slow to offer her trust, those who
grow close to her could never ask for a truer
friend.
OTHER IMPORTANT CHARACTERS

Such was the case when she befriended William
Heart in her teens, who would later ask Bibi to
set up his network of Arcana Agency detective
firms.

She is, in fact, rather embarrassed by the
prestige attached to her family name and,
though she retains many friends from her upper
CATHERINE HENSHAW
class childhood, she has begun to see that she
Katy Henshaw was born into luxury – the has less and less in common with them.
Henshaw family are major stockholders in
several areas of industry, including those She has recently accepted a permanent position
writing for Weird magazine – she is sure that
newspapers that belong to William Heart.
ghosts and psychics and magic powers don't
Yet Katy decided early on that a person's true really exist, and is looking forward to exposing
value was not measured in social status, or the charlatans that make their living from such
material possessions, but by dedication, talent, beliefs.
intelligence, kindness.
OTHER IMPORTANT CHARACTERS

She has all of these virtues in ample measure,
and has worked hard to become a freelance
journalist and a writer of women's fiction –
though she tends to write under the
pseudonym Katy Brown.

THE CASE OF THE UNGHOSTLY
GHOST BEGINS HERE!

"I promise you that tonight, Mister Strelli, you
are going to see something quite incredible.
Tonight you will witness a shade come forth
from its repose beyond the grave, to share
secrets otherwise unknowable by any man alive
today." The speaker flashed a gleaming smile at
Joe Strelli. He called himself The Extraordinary
El-Kabibri, and he wore a magnificent, sparkling
turban, a great green gem affixed above his
forehead.
Strelli glanced at the others beside El-Kabibri,
to measure their responses to this claim. To
the man's left stood Holly Webster. She was a
society girl and already two times a widow,
despite still being in her early thirties.

On his other side stood a nightwatchman, Mick.
Holly had paid Mick - bribed him, rather - to
open the doors to the Brooklyn Museum after
closing time. The four of them now stood in a
basement-level storage room of that building.
Both Holly and Mick seemed nonplussed by
El-Kabibri's boast, which itself struck Strelli as
somewhat odd.
"Right, right..." said Strelli. "Uh, just remind
me... why, exactly?"
"Why, surely you've heard the story of Homer's
sketchbook?" said Holly. Strelli didn't answer
that, so she went on, "Several works by
Winslow Homer are already on display here.
And yet, notably, there's one in particular that
isn't. Homer's sketchbook was one of the
works acquired by the museum soon after it
opened at the end of the last century - the
acquisition is well documented in the records
from that period. The sketchbook is
remarkable, apparently. It's filled with beautiful
drawings and painting outlines which have
almost never been seen by anyone outside of
Homer's own family. But due to a filing error,
it was misplaced right after it arrived at the
museum. It's been stored... somewhere. I'm
sure it remains somewhere in the museum, but
nobody has ever been able to find it."

THE CASE OF THE UNGHOSTLY GHOST

"This is a potion first created by my ancestors
over a thousand years ago. With it, I will peer
across the chasm that separates the living and
the dead, and view the phantoms of the past as
"Sure," said Strelli, nodding. "So you're going to if they were among us here today."
call up Homer's ghost and ask him to sniff it out
for you?"
Then Mick, the nightwatchman, piped up.
"That's great and all, but we've got to get
"It would be a pleasure to speak with such a started. I'm only on shift until half past midnight,
gifted artist, but alas no," said El-Kabibri. and we'll be in a whole heap of trouble if we're
"Homer himself would be no help to us. No, not out of here before the next guy shows up."
the man who misplaced the sketchbook was
the museum's first assistant director, John "We'll begin shortly, don't worry," Holly told
Boothby. A heart attack struck him down quite him. Then she led Strelli to one side of the
unexpectedly soon after his error; this is why room, and said in a low voice, "For an event of
Homer's work remains missing. Boothby is the this importance, I really expected your boss to
man we shall summon tonight. He is the one attend in person. Why isn't Humphrey Brown
who will find Homer's work for us."
here?"
"That's just... swell," said Strelli, unconvinced. Strelli scratched the back of his neck.
"And Mrs Webster, Arcana Agency's role here
tonight is... what? To help out if The "Uh, Humphrey will be here. He's just a little
Extraordinary El-Kabibri accidentally summons occupied right now."
up Rasputin, or Buffalo Bill, or somebody?"
El-Kabibri chuckled. "You are here to observe
and document, only. There is no chance of
error here tonight. For I intend to boost my
already formidable mental powers with this."
From a pocket within his flowing, red robes he
withdrew a thick brown bottle, and placed it
on the table.
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Humphrey and Strelli sprinted up stairs to the
museum's next floor - Egyptian and Ancient
Near Eastern art. They crept into the floor's
main gallery, placing themselves behind three
wide sarcophagi.

Mick patted his hip, and said, "Look, I'd like give
you a hand with that, but I've misplaced my
keys. Sorry."
"But isn't that odd in itself?" Shanigan pressed
on. "You, the guy charged with keeping this
museum safe from intruders, have put your
keys down somewhere - and yet at the same
time a ghost, who you wouldn't think has to
worry about keys, is running around locking
things up. Doesn't that strike you as odd?"
Mick frowned, and said. "I may have a copy.
Wait here." He shuffled off, in the direction of
the break room. He came back a minute or so
later, and pressed a key into Shanigan's hand.
"If Mrs Webster - or anybody else - asks, I never
gave you this. That clear?"
"Perfectly," answered Shanigan, smiling. "You're
a gentleman, Mick. Thanks."

Shanigan returned downstairs, where Strelli
"What kind of ghost makes floorboards creak was waiting, and unlocked the door to the
as it walks around?" whispered Strelli.
other room.
"There is actually a precedent for that sort of
thing," replied Humphrey. A pause, and then
he added, "If you believe in ghosts, that is."

THE CASE OF THE UNGHOSTLY GHOST

Downstairs in the storeroom once more, Strelli
and Shanigan began examining the table, the
walls, the furniture in the room. "Are you
feeling any spectral presences in here right
now?" asked Strelli in a dry tone.

'I don't know'. I hope I get to see more of you
in the future."
"Well, thank you," answered Shanigan, blushing.
"I, uh... hope so too."
With that, he returned Holly to the tea room.
At length, Humphrey and Strelli returned, and
the three decided to continue their
investigation elsewhere.

"Can't say for sure that I am," answered
Shanigan. "Feeling a little chill, but I'm guessing
that's just from standing in the rain for too long."
"You know what I'm wondering?" asked Strelli.
He nodded towards the doorway where they'd
seen the ghost earlier. "I'd like to know why the
spirit of John Boothby would slam a door shut
in our faces... and then lock it. Man or ghost,
he didn't want us to see something on the other
side."
"You reckon we can get it open?" asked
Shanigan.
Humphrey approached the nightwatchman as
Holly was seating everybody in their specified
Fiery
places. "Mick, right? I'm guessing that the
museum director - Poutz, isn't it - doesn't know
what's happening here tonight?"
Mick nodded. "That's right. And I'd be awful
grateful if it stayed that way."
"Your secret stays with me," said Humphrey.
He wiped at his runny nose, then said, "Oh,
"Mister Shanigan - Tom - I think too many Tom and I just came in through the main
people in this world are bound by constraints entrance. I left the door unlocked behind us.
and plans and preconceived ideas," said Holly. That's not a problem, is it?"
"It's a rare pleasure to meet somebody who has
the courage to remain open, and to say out loud
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Mick shook his head. "Nobody's going to come
in. I'll hang around here a few minutes just to
see what you guys are up to, then I'll go upstairs
and lock everything up until you're done." He
patted a pocket at his hip, then realized his keys
weren't there. "Oh, that's right, I left them with
- " He halted suddenly, then gave Humphrey a
tepid smile. "I mean... I must have left them, uh,
in my break room. I have a little key cabinet in
there."

Humphrey marched across to the museum's
tea room. He found El-Kabibri regaling Holly
and Mick with a tale of some daring exorcism
or other.

"Well, Mrs Webster knew the old tale about
Winslow Homer's sketchbook. That story's
been floating around the museum for twenty
years or so; me, I'm not sure if that sketchbook
ever entered the walls of this building. Anyway,
she said that story would be... what was the
phrase she used? 'Perfect for a little
experiment,' she said. I guess she meant with
that medium fella."

"Most of the ingredients are commonplace flour to make it thicker, aromatic herbs to
make it smell nicer, that sort of thing. But there
are a couple of very specialized, and expensive,
components. I mean... it won't really
anything to you. You might see a few sparkles
around the edges of your sight. You'll sweat a
little, and tremble, and your pupils will dilate,
but it won't harm you. I use it to give the
impression of being in a trance." El-Kabibri
swallowed, and glanced toward Holly. "Even
when I'm not."

"El-Kabibri!" Humphrey jabbed a finger at the
man, then took the brown bottle from his
pocket. "What's in this?"

"Where did you...?" began the medium. Then,
looking at Humphrey, he asked, "Have you
Just then, Holly called Humphrey over to be taken some of that?"
seated.
"Tell me what's in it, and what it's going to do
Fiery
to me," said Humphrey, his tone
uncharacteristically aggressive. "And tell me
right now."

"You mean it's a fake?" she asked, oddly excited.
"And
a fake?"
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"No, it's completely genuine!" he insisted. "It
really was used in Persia a millennium or so ago
to speak with the dead. Although I'm guessing
the mediums then were just using the same
tricks that I do." El-Kabibri glanced up at
Humphrey. "Don't worry, you won't see any
dead people. At least, I never have."

"Yes, I've heard of things like this," said
Humphrey. "It's a theatrical gimmick, smoke
and mirrors. You reflect the image of an actor
hidden offstage - but not in a mirror; only in
glass, which is semi-reflective - and so give the
impression of a 'ghost' appearing before the
eyes of your audience. You have been found
out, Mrs Webster!"

"The recipe for this potion wasn't handed down
to you generation after generation, was it?" Once again, Humphrey returned to that gallery
asked Humphrey.
that contained works by such renowned artists
as Eugène Delacroix, Alfred Sisley and Gustave
El-Kabibri shook his head. "I found it in a book." Caillebotte. He frowned, looking once more
He took off his turban, and his hair beneath was about the room.
surprisingly fair - far more so than his beard.
"My real name is Clive Clunkett, and I can only
Scout
trace my family back as far as Pennsylvania."
Somewhat reassured, Humphrey left Holly,
Mick and Clive to finish their tea.
Scout

Strelli was in fact standing off to one side of the
room. As Humphrey watched, he stepped
behind a black curtain, and out of the light cast
by a single lamp standing on the floor. The
semi-transparent image of Strelli reflected in
the glass faded, and disappeared completely.

THE CASE OF THE UNGHOSTLY GHOST

Humphrey opened the bottle, and sniffed at
the liquid suspiciously. Then he went to take a
mouthful, but Shanigan stopped him. "Whoah,
boss," said the Irishman. "That's strong stuff.
Just put a little of it in a cup of tea. That'll be
plenty to sort you out."

At that moment, Humphrey Brown was
standing in the rain. He checked his watch,
blew his nose, and checked his watch again.
Tom Shanigan was late. He shook his head a
final time, then strode up the steps of the
Brooklyn Museum, and under his breath he Again, Humphrey glanced at his watch. "Damn
muttered, "Tom, I have a feeling you'll be it, we don't have time for that. They're waiting
working late a lot this week."
for us downstairs. Come on." He gave a hacking
cough, then led Shanigan down towards the
He had his hand on the door handle of the basement.
museum's main entry when he heard a car horn
blaring behind him. Turning, he saw a taxi pull As they went, Shanigan said. "Hey, boss, any
up in front of the museum's main steps. chance I can get reimbursed for that taxi? I was
Shanigan hopped out of the back of it, paid its in such a hurry to bring you your medicine that
driver, then bounded up the steps towards I forget to get a receipt..."
Humphrey.
Shanigan was grinning. Humphrey followed him
into the museum and, as the two men removed
their coats and draped them over the banister
of a nearby staircase, he said, "Can I take it from
your exuberant demeanor that you managed
to procure the mixture?"
Shanigan took a stubby green bottle from his
coat pocket, and handed it to Humphrey.
"Doctor Douglas Hume's super-strength cough
medicine. Since Doctor Hume retired last year,
this is likely the very last bottle in New York.
You take a little of this, your nose and throat
will be just fine within the space of an hour,
guaranteed. Just make sure you have a
handkerchief handy when you take it, to catch
anything you might cough up or sneeze out."
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Humphrey checked his watch. It was a quarter
to midnight. Holly Webster, The Extraordinary
El-Kabibri and Mick the nightwatchman
emerged from the tea room.

"I thought so too," said Mick. "I thought it was
something the medium, El-Kabibri, specifically
wanted. But when he arrived here this evening,
he was just as curious about the setup as you
are. Of course, Mrs Webster had to make
some... special arrangements. It was easier to
do that downstairs, where there's a little
privacy."

"It's nearly time for me to go off shift," said
Mick. "My replacement's due to arrive soon,
and if he sees you fellas here, there'll be all kinds "What sort of special arrangements?" asked
of hell to pay. And not just for me, either - I've Strelli.
no doubt the police will be involved."
"It's not for me to say," answered Mick.
"I have to concur," said Holly. "I promised Mick
that I'd do everything in my power to keep his
cooperation with us a secret. Detectives, if you
have any explanation for this evening's
incredible events, I suggest you give it to us
now."
"I like ambitious people," said Holly. "And I have
little doubt you'll succeed in what you set out
"It might be appropriate if we go back to do. I'll confess I also have various plans and
downstairs to the séance room, where this all projects bouncing around my little head. Who
began," said Strelli.
knows - maybe if one day you tire of Arcana
Agency, we'll be able to work together?"
"I have to concur," said Humphrey.
"Who knows?" answered Shanigan.
Scout
He returned Holly to the tea room. At length,
Humphrey and Strelli returned, and the three
decided to continue their investigation
elsewhere.
"Why did the séance take place down in the
basement?" asked Shanigan. "With all of this
great big museum to choose from, it seems
rather a strange choice, no?"
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"I can take them over to the museum's tea
room," said Mick. "The kitchen will be closed,
but I can make some tea in my little break room."

"Mick, you mentioned earlier that you didn't
have your keys," began Humphrey. "Did you
give them to somebody else? We're the only
six people in the building, aren't we?"

"I think that's a good idea," said Humphrey. "Mrs
Webster, you have my word we'll keep you
well informed of any change in our situation
here."

Mick seemed shifty. "You're right, I don't have
the keys on me - but nobody here, out of the
six of us, does. I must have, uh... left them
somewhere."

Mick led Holly and The Extraordinary ElKabibri away down a corridor. As he went, he
called back over his shoulder, "Remember,
folks, we have to be out of here by midnight."
Once they were out of earshot, Humphrey
said, "Well, Tom, Joe... let's get to work. What
did we just see? Do you believe that was the
ghost of John Boothby?"

The six of them climbed the stairs to the
museum's main entrance. Humphrey said,
"Mick, is there somewhere that Mrs Webster
and The Extraordinary El-Kabibri could sit
down for a spell? I think it would be prudent if
you all take a few minutes to recover from the
... while my people
shock of this... this
and I try to track down this phantom."

"First ghost I ever saw, if it was," said Strelli. "An
incredible claim like that should be supported
by incredible evidence, and I don't believe we
have that yet."
"We did see how it just faded into existence,
and then just faded away again," said Shanigan.
"Explain that, if it wasn't a ghost."

"No, we have to come with you," said Holly. "I
absolutely insist that I see how your detective Humphrey coughed, then said in a raspy voice,
agency works."
"Well, let's concur that we can't yet make a firm
decision one way or the other. We're
"That ain't how we work, ma'am," said Strelli. detectives, and we have a mystery to resolve.
"If you want us to find this spook, and maybe Let's learn more about whatever it was we saw
even see if we can sit down and pow-wow downstairs - and if it can tell us where to find
about your sketchbook, then we gotta do that Winslow Homer's sketchbook, so much the
without the three of you peering over our better. Let's keep our minds open, people."
shoulders."
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It was true. Half-invisible in the darkness, a
sheet of glass that measured a couple of meters
"Will do, boss," said Strelli. "So, where do we along each edge was leaning against one wall.
start?"
Strelli ran a finger across its huge surface, then
grinned.
"I know what this is," he said. "Take a look
around, Tom. I'm guessing we'll also find a
couple of stage weights, or something something we can use to prop this up. And then
you need to help me move this. I have an idea,
."
one that Humphrey's going to
Following Strelli's instructions, the two men
busied themselves shifting the sheet of glass. At
length, they returned upstairs, to continue their
investigation elsewhere.
Tower

A memory popped into Humphrey's head then
- a still image from one of his schoolboy French
lessons. Discreetly, while Strelli and Shanigan
weren't looking, he levered the painting away
from the wall just a touch. He slid a finger
behind it, to feel around its edge.

Thick, black curtains had been hung around
every wall of the adjoining storeroom. They
had the effect of throwing the room into utter
darkness. It seemed empty, otherwise. Another
door stood at the room's far end. Peering
through it, Strelli saw that it led to another He found nothing notable there.
stairway leading upstairs.
"This is eerie," said Shanigan. "Hey Joe, did you
see this? There's a pane of glass here."
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Bound.

"I think I can help explain the 'how' of all this,
with the aid of my colleague Mister Joseph
Somewhere in the museum, a clock rang out Strelli," Shanigan chipped in. The group realized
that only thirty minutes remained before then that Strelli had discreetly slipped away,
midnight. "Mick said we needed to be out of while Humphrey had been speaking with Holly.
here by twelve, right?" said Shanigan.
With a theatrical bow, Shanigan added, "Ma'am,
gentlemen... behold!"
Just a short amount of time remained for the
detectives to turn up new information. The He turned the handle of the door through
three of them considered for a moment where which they'd seen the ghost earlier, and let it
best to continue their search. Again, unless swing open. The room beyond was utterly
specifically stated otherwise, the detectives black. Then, gradually, the image of Joe Strelli
may not repeat any option they already chose began to fade into view. Semi-transparent, he
once.
flailed his arms about, as though he truly were
a tortured spirit. Then, at last, he beckoned to
the group. "Come..." he called out, in a ghostly
voice. "Come..."
Humphrey stepped into the dark room - and
very nearly banged his nose on that great sheet
of glass, which Strelli and Shanigan had placed
at an angle, half-facing the door.
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Trunk
"I heard Humphrey talking to that security guy,
Mick, earlier," said Strelli. "He mentioned he
had some spare keys in his break room. In a
cabinet. Hang around in here a minute, will you?
I'll be right back."
Strelli left the storeroom, and Shanigan heard
his footsteps ascending the stairs. Strelli
returned a couple of minutes later carrying a
glass-fronted wooden box. "I wasn't sure which
key was the right one," he explained. "So I
brought them all."

"Holly, I'm happy to see that your fascination
with
otherworldly
matters
remains
undeterred," said Humphrey. "Listen, I know
you said that you wanted us present here to...
advise and consult on all things spooky... And
yet I can't help feeling that Mister El-Kabibri is
a far better instructor in these areas. He's the
A few minutes of experimenting allowed the one who's running the show, after all. It just
two men to find the right key. The lock clicked seems that we're hitch-hiking on - "
open, and Shanigan opened the door to the
adjoining room.
Holly held up a hand, halting Humphrey.
"Mister Brown, I have absolute confidence in
the abilities of your team in this area. And it
never hurts to have a second opinion, you
know. Rest assured that I am never frivolous in
my - "
Humphrey paced up and down that gallery, but
found nothing of note. Nothing apart from the And then Holly halted in turn. A dull "thud" had
masterworks by great artists, of course - and sounded somewhere behind her. She and
yet he had to concede they probably had little Humphrey were apparently the only ones who
to do with his investigation.
had heard it. Then she beamed a radiant smile
at Humphrey. "The spiritual energies are
At last he turned to leave that gallery. And yet beginning to manifest already! Shall we begin?"
as he did he cast a glance over his shoulder.
Something about the room was bothering him.
Perhaps it would come to him, in time.
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And then, unexpectedly, his eyes refocused;
the room around him blurred, then cleared
Strelli decided it might be worth asking about once more. A film of sparkling white light
the sheet of glass they'd found in the storeroom passed in front of his eyes, then faded, leaving
downstairs.
little dancing white motes around the edges of
Humphrey's field of vision.
Concerned, he glanced down at the bottle of
cough medicine. And then he realized that,
while Shanigan had given him a green bottle on
the steps of the museum, this bottle was brown.

The nightwatchman's break room was tiny, and
untidy; Humphrey could see why Mick had
preferred to take Holly and El-Kabibri to the
museum's tea room. The kettle still contained
a little hot water; Mick must have just now
made tea for the three of them.
Humphrey found a mug, cleaned a suspiciouslooking stain from its rim, then made a cup of
mint tea. Remembering Shanigan's instructions,
Humphrey mixed in a teaspoon of the cough
medicine. He blew on the tea a few seconds,
then drank the whole mug in quick, long gulps.
And he waited. The medicine was having an
effect, certainly. It wasn't quite soothing his
throat, but certainly he felt imbued with new
energy. He swallowed a couple of times,
tentatively. He throat was still sore. But now
.
he didn't seem to

And then Humphrey knew
what had happened. In the darkness of the
séance room, he'd taken the wrong bottle from
the table, inadvertently substituting El-Kabibri's
"ancestral mixture" for his own cough medicine.
Oh, this was bad. This was very, very bad.
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Strelli coughed. "We should probably stop
messing around with the door right now," he
eventually said. "Before we lock it for good. Any
other ideas?"

Strelli was in fact standing off to one side of the
room. As Humphrey watched, he stepped
behind a black curtain, and out of the light cast
by a single lamp standing on the floor. The
semi-transparent image of Strelli reflected in
the glass faded, and disappeared completely.
"Of course!" cried Humphrey. "Pepper's ghost!"
Shanigan, Mick and The Extraordinary ElKabibri were giving him questioning stares, so
he went on, "It's a theatrical technique invented
by Henry Dircks, and popularized by John
Pepper in the early eighteen-sixties. By
imperfectly reflecting the image of an actor
hidden offstage, a 'ghost' may be made to
appear in front of an audience - or, here, to a
group conducting a séance. Nicely played, Mrs
Webster. A truly valiant attempt to deceive us."

The six of them went back downstairs to the
storeroom. The circular table with the
patterned tablecloth was exactly as they'd left
it. This time, nobody sat. Holly, El-Kabibri, Mick
the nightwatchman and the three detectives all
stood around the edges of the room.
"Well?" said Holly, to Humphrey. "I'm curious
to know if the fee I'm paying your detective firm
is money well spent. Can you explain the
apparition we saw earlier? It was a real ghost,
wasn't it?"

Humphrey cleared his throat. "Here is my
theory. The Extraordinary El-Kabibri did not
summon a ghost this evening, neither that of
John Boothby nor any other. I think we've quite
conclusively established that The Extraordinary
El-Kabibri - otherwise known as Clive Clunkett,
of the Pennsylvania Clunketts - is a fraud, a
flim-flam man. He is quite gifted at making a
living by exploiting the current vogue for the
unearthly, that's true. But this gift is hardly
"Um... we can probably just push that back on, supernatural in origin."
there..." said Shanigan, nervously.
Strelli withdrew a thin metal rod from his
pocket, and inserted it into the door's lock.
"Don't worry," he said, answering Shanigan's
quizzical look. "It's not really a lock pick. More
of a... lucky charm. Just an old, worn-down key
that I find can work wonders in this sort of
situation." He gently inserted the rod, and gave
it a quick twist. The door's handle fell off.
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Clunkett gave Humphrey a look that seemed
hurt rather than reproachful. But he said
nothing.
MEMORIES

THE THIEF OF

"Perhaps Mister Clunkett is no medium," said
Holly. "But we did see something. How do you
explain that?"
The three men entered the museum's tea
room, but Holly wasn't there. "She just stepped
out to stretch her legs," Mick told them.
"With a devious specter running amok?" asked
Strelli, eyebrow raised.

The three detectives quit the museum, and
made their way through the rain to where
Humphrey had parked his Auburn. "I'm not sure
that was the wisest choice of action, boss," said
Strelli. "We're only a young firm. We can't pick
and choose our clients as freely as we'd like."

The detectives wandered along the nearest
corridor, calling out for Holly. They heard no
response. Then Shanigan halted, and said, "You
know, this is the first time I've ever set foot in
a museum."
"Really?" asked Humphrey, stopping abruptly.
"Tom, that's just... dreadful."

"Especially when those clients are multimillionaires," added Shanigan.
Shanigan shrugged. "It never seemed a big
priority to go see a lot of pictures by a bunch
But Humphrey shrugged. "I had a hunch about of dead guys. Not to me, not to my folks,
this case, and I didn't like it. Better that we leave neither. But now that I'm here... a lot of these
it well alone. Joe, can I ask you to drive us back paintings aren't bad."
as far as the office? I really feel just terrible..."
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Humphrey came up behind him, and placed a
hand on the Irishman's shoulder. "Well, Tom,
He passed through an archway into a gallery of Christmas isn't so very far away. If you're a good
post-Impressionistic works, and he stopped boy this year, maybe Santa Claus will bring you
before a Cézanne. Its label read, "
a painting of your very own."
".
"Guys," called out Strelli, from the room's
entrance.
Holly Webster had wandered into view. "Oh,
hello gentlemen," she said, as the detectives
approached her. "Please excuse me taking a
little walk. I suddenly felt very claustrophobic
in that tea room."
"That really big tea room, you mean?" said
Strelli. "I think that the middle of an
investigation isn't - "
"Well, this one's kind of dark," he said. He
moved across to another painting, this one And then, from the ceiling above them, they
titled, "
heard a long creak, as if somebody had walked
". "Yeah, I prefer this one."
across an old floorboard. On a busy day, the
noise would have been imperceptible; during
the silence of nighttime, it was unmissable.
"Tom, can you take Mrs Webster back to the
others?" said Humphrey. "Joe, come with me."
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"Really?" said Shanigan, surprised. "You're happy
to let us go wandering around all these famous
Humphrey settled into his place beside El- paintings and exhibits, but you don't want to
Kabibri. He sneezed into his handkerchief, then open one little storeroom door? Listen, Mick.
said, "So, Mister... In fact, what should I call you? We're doing you a favor by promising not to
'Mister El-Kabibri?' 'The Extraordinary?'"
mention any of this to the museum's director.
That deserves a favor in return, doesn't it?"
"My given name is Salem," replied the medium.
"But what power has a name over the earthly "And I'm doing you a favor by not calling the
and spiritual form, really?"
police right away, and telling them intruders are
running around the museum. Now you gents
"Um, yes," answered Humphrey. "So, I guess stay away from that door, or that's exactly what
we'll be seeing a lot of spiritual activity this I'll do."
evening. I'm just curious about something - why
do we all have to sit in specific places? Is that Mick re-entered the tea room, and Shanigan
something to do with the... I don't know, with and Strelli conceded that they should
the currents of psychic energy flowing about investigate elsewhere.
the room?"
El-Kabibri shrugged, and nodded towards
Holly. "No idea. Mrs Webster was the one who
insisted on that."
The six of them went back downstairs to the
Holly sat, and announced that the séance would storeroom. The circular table with the
begin.
patterned tablecloth was exactly as they'd left
it. This time, nobody sat. Holly, El-Kabibri, Mick
the nightwatchman and the three detectives all
stood around the edges of the room.

Mick shook his head. "I'm sorry, but it's more
than my job's worth to let people go running
around anywhere they want. If that door's
locked, it's staying locked."

"Well?" said Holly, to Humphrey. "I'm curious
to know if the fee I'm paying your detective firm
is money well spent. Can you explain the
apparition we saw earlier? It was a real ghost,
wasn't it?"
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Humphrey coughed into his handkerchief, then
blew his nose yet again. He really did feel
terrible, and was beginning to wish that he'd
stayed at home, rather than gallivanting around
a drafty museum. Then he said, "Here is my
theory - which, though parts of it remain
unproven, is nonetheless very solid, I feel. The
Extraordinary El-Kabibri did not summon up a
ghost this evening. I confess I guess this purely
from regarding the man's quite sincere terror
at its appearance. And the fact that a
nightwatchman and a New York socialite feel
rather less fear and surprise at the apparent
presence of a ghost is one that I regard with a
great deal of suspicion."
Holly gave a slight smile. "We did see
something, though. How do you explain that?"

He found a thin shard of glass there. It had one
curved edge, as if it had been part of a small
plate, or perhaps the rim of a vase. He squinted
at it a few seconds, then wrapped in a
handkerchief, and placed it in the pocket of his
jacket. He looked around further, but could
find nothing else of note.
Humphrey moved into the next room. There,
he spotted a broom leaning against one wall, a
, he
little dustpan beside it.
decided.
At last he turned to leave that gallery. And yet
as he did he cast a glance over his shoulder.
Something about the room was bothering him.
Perhaps it would come to him, in time.
Trunk

Mick had previously mentioned to Humphrey
that he didn't have his keys, and he was rather
A little wooden chair stood in the corner of the suspicious on the point. Humphrey thought it
room. During the day, a guard would occupy might be worth pressing him further.
that chair, ensuring that none of the visitors to
the museum were overly enthusiastic - or
tactile - in their appreciation of the great works.
Now, on a whim, Humphrey squatted down
and looked beneath that chair.
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Humphrey glanced at the purse sitting on the
table. Earlier that evening he'd almost believed
he'd seen some sort of spirit - it had certainly
been his over-vivid imagination at work, of
course, fueled by Clive Clunkett's noxious
...
brew. And yet it had seemed so
What had it said? "
" In
Humphrey's mind, something clicked into
place. Of course - "moineau" was the French
word for "sparrow".
Impulsively, Humphrey squatted down beside
the table. He rapped a few times on its
underside. "Joe, have you got a pocket knife?"
he asked. Strelli passed one to him.
For a couple of minutes he scratched at the
wood, exposing a thin join that had barely been
visible. Then he slid in the knife's blade, levering
it open.
At last, a part of the table's underside split open.
Humphrey slid his fingertips in, and retrieved a
slim, leather-bound notebook. Very gently, he
flicked through it a few moments, page to page.
"Yes. Winslow Homer's sketchbook. There's
really some excellent work here."
The five others in the room were amazed.
"But... how did you know?" breathed Holly.

"I'd like to say a ghost told me," said Humphrey.
"But in truth, it was probably just a strange
coincidence." He went to hand the sketchbook
to Holly, but then stopped, and gave it to Mick
instead. "You should take this. It is still the
museum's property, after all."
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Scout
Trunk

"You guys carry on looking for information
around here," said Humphrey. "I'm going to
take a walk around the galleries. That breaking
glass noise came from somewhere. I'm going
to see if I can't find out where."

Humphrey blew his nose, then stood. Strelli
and Shanigan followed his lead. "Is this normal
business practice for Arcana Agency, then?"
asked Holly.

"The moment you see something frightening or
"By yourself?" asked Shanigan.
unusual you make for the door? Well, leave if
you wish. But you be sure that I'll tell my media
Humphrey grinned. "A chance to walk around friends exactly what has happened here
one of the best art museums in the world, all tonight."
alone, after closing time? How many people get
the chance to do that? I'll be able to get close
enough to sniff those paintings, if I want to."
Humphrey left the two men. Taking a guess at
the rough direction of the sound they'd heard
earlier, he entered one of the museum's
galleries. This one was dedicated to early
Impressionism. He halted before a work by
.
Degas,
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Mick checked his watch, and cast a glance over
his shoulder, at Holly.
"Mick, we found a really big sheet of glass
downstairs, just next to where we had the
séance," said Strelli. "Do you know anything
about that?"
It was Humphrey who answered. "You did? You Humphrey rubbed at his eyes as he paced
didn't tell me about that."
about the gallery. El-Kabibri's potion - he would
think of it as "Clunkett's Brew", he decided Strelli grinned. "You'll know more about it. I'm had certainly helped his nose and throat. And
just making an effort to preserve the theatrics yet it had a disorienting effect he found
of the occasion. Mick?"
unpleasant. The periphery of his field of vision
seemed unnaturally dark, and yet anything he
Mick seemed decidedly uncomfortable. "Yeah, focus on seemed to have a bright, clear
I don't really know anything about that. I think sharpness about it. Clunkett/El-Kabibri had
it's something Mrs Webster wanted to keep mentioned that he used the mixture to produce
there..."
certain physiological effects. Humphrey halted,
and dabbed the cuff of his shirt against his brow,
testing for sweat. Then he checked his pulse.
Everything seemed normal.
It was then he realized he was not alone in the
Mick and Holly were still in the museum's tea room.
room. The Extraordinary El-Kabibri had
stepped out for a few minutes.
Another man was standing in the room, his
back turned towards Humphrey. He had his
From the room's doorway, Shanigan beckoned hands in his jacket pockets, and was admiring
the nightwatchman over. "Mick, do you have a one of the works on the wall,
second?" Mick set down his cup of tea and
, by Degas. He had not suddenly
ambled over. Shanigan went on, "Listen, we'd appeared, exactly; rather, it seemed more like
really like to get into the adjoining storeroom he had been standing in the room this whole
downstairs, the one where we saw the ghost time, and Humphrey had only just noticed him.
of John Boothby. But, you know, that tricky
ghost went and locked the door to that room.
Do you think you could help us out with getting
it open again?"
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"Hello?" ventured Humphrey.
The man turned. Utterly unperturbed, he
strode over to Humphrey and shook his hand
- and Humphrey noted his grip was firm, and
warm. "Pleased to meet you," said the man,
through his thick mustache. "Now, we don't
have much time. You're here because of that
thief Boothby. He stole my sketchbook, you
know. Hid it away so he could safely move it
out of here at a later date. Then he died. Tragic,
that. Now, that French - "

"That's a damn shame," said the man. "The
hiding place of my sketchbook will be marked
by a '
', whatever that is. Now, I need
you to - "
Humphrey blinked. The man was gone. He was
alone in that room. And, quite suddenly, it
alone, from the
seemed he'd always
moment he'd first entered.
He took a deep breath, and rubbed at his eyes
once more. "Winslow?" A pause, and then, "No.
Of course not. Thank you very much, Mister
Clunkett."

Humphrey interrupted him. "You mean you're He left the room then, to meet with Strelli and
-"
Shanigan, and to continue his search elsewhere.
"Of course I am. Now, Edgar here - " he jerked
his thumb over his shoulder at the painting by
Degas. "He knows right where it's going to be
found, apparently. I don't know how that
works, exactly. And I've been trying to get him
to tell me, but we don't share a language, so
I've had the devil's own time communicating
with him. Do you speak any French?"
Humphrey nodded. "Yes. Quite well."
"What's a '

'?"

Humphrey thought about it. "I don't know that
word. A '
' is a monk, or maybe a priest.
'? It's familiar, maybe. But for
But a '
now... No. Sorry."
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Holly lit a couple of candles at the center of the
circular table, and then she, Humphrey, Strelli,
Shanigan and El-Kabibri joined hands. "We
come here tonight for the noblest of reasons,"
intoned El-Kabibri, with great solemnity. "We
seek to recall a spirit from beyond the ether,
that it may reveal to us a work of genius, that
would otherwise remain unseen by mortal
eyes. I come here tonight with the blessing of
my ancestors, and with the ensorcelled potion
they have granted me that will..."

extraordinary, Mister El-Kabibri. That's fast
work!"
But El-Kabibri's hands were trembling. "Far too
fast. I hadn't even started the séance."

While Humphrey inspected the room
containing the Egyptian art, Strelli trotted along
to the corridor at the far end of the gallery. He
glanced into several adjoining rooms, then
moved on. A passage at the end of the corridor
served as a balcony overlooking another room
He trailed away, his eyes fixed on a point below, this one filled with an assortment of
somewhere over Holly's shoulder. Humphrey, Hawaiian carvings and statues.
Strelli and Shanigan followed his gaze. ElKabibri was peering through the doorway to
an adjoining, unlit storeroom. There, in the
darkness, the faintest trace of a man's outline
was visible. He became more distinct; still
somewhat transparent, he took a couple of
steps towards the group. His clothing and facial
hair were rather Victorian, old-fashioned. And
he glowered at the group as he approached.
And there, striding across the room, was John
Strelli's jaw dropped open. Holly looked over Boothby - or, at any rate, the figure that Strelli
her shoulder, excited. "What is it?" she asked. and the others had seen during the séance
"What can you see?"
earlier.
And then the door to the adjoining storeroom A pane of glass separated Strelli from the man
slammed shut, and a key was turned in the lock. below; the detective could only watch him. But
then that man, whoever he was, glanced up,
The six people in the basement were silent a and made eye contact with Strelli. He frowned,
few seconds, and then Shanigan laughed out and then jogged out of the door of that gallery.
loud. "Wow, I see why they call you
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the distinct feeling we've been toyed with. For
that reason, Mrs Webster, you can expect to
find our bill in tomorrow's afternoon post."

El-Kabibri shook his head, and folded his arms.
"No, no and no. The answer is a definitive 'no.'
This séance is finished. I'm not taking part in
this spookiness any longer."

Holly seemed delighted, regardless. "I'll gladly
pay it, Mister Brown. I feel you should know
that I intend to repeat tonight's happenings to
a journalist friend of mine who writes for Weird
Magazine. Your agency will soon be very
"But you're a professional medium!" said Strelli. well-known indeed - though I can't promise it
"Surely this sort of happening is your bread and will be the variety of fame that you want, or
butter?"
enjoy."
"You have my answer," replied El-Kabibri,
steadfast.
"Well, I suggest we move upstairs after all," said
Humphrey. "Perhaps The, uh,
El-Kabibri will have a change of heart once the
shock has passed."

"I can't explain it," said Humphrey. "Or perhaps
I won't. Either way, the end result is the same.
Mrs Webster, when I first spoke with you I
made it very clear that supernatural
investigation is far from a precise science - and
that we would bill you based on the time and
effort that we put into our work, rather than
on any firm results, which in truth might never
manifest. You know..." Humphrey halted, and
considered his next words carefully. "From
time to time the three of us at Arcana Agency
can't produce anything firm and conclusive. And
in those cases, I'm sometimes inclined to waive
our fee completely. And yet tonight... I have

"Do what you will, Mrs Webster," said
Humphrey. "Ma'am, gentlemen. Good evening."
He led Strelli and Shanigan out into the rain,
and back to his car. The three of them drove
away.

THE
THIEF OF MEMORIES.
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Mick and El-Kabibri were chatting over a cup
of tea in the tea room. Holly was jotting
something down on a notepad at the next table.
Strelli leaned into the room. "Mick?" he said.
"You got two seconds?"
The nightwatchman looked up, then stood and
trotted toward the door. Seeing him, Holly
called out, "Oh, Mick, actually I needed you to,
uh... give me some information on the day to
day running of the museum."

You've been holding us up. You feeling any
better?"
"My apologies. I'd have liked to get down here
sooner, but I was held up as well." Humphrey
shot Shanigan a sideways glance as he spoke.
"And no, I still feel lousy. I haven't had a chance
to take my medicine yet." He held up the cough
medicine to illustrate his point.
"Humphrey Brown, the expert in all things
paranormal," declared El-Kabibri. "The spirits
whisper your praises."

Humphrey set down the cough medicine on
the table, and shook El-Kabibri's hand. "Well,
"I'll be right with you, ma'am," said Mick. He that's... nice of them. Wow, it's really dark in
stepped into the corridor, with the three here. Is that all a part of the séance?"
detectives. "We better make this quick,
gentlemen," he said. "Gotta keep the lady Humphrey and Shanigan greeted the others in
happy. She's the one paying the bill."
the room, and then Holly seated them around
a circular table. Mick, the nightwatchman, was
Fiery,
the only one not to sit. He hung back in the
corner of the room. As everybody was sitting
in their allotted places, Humphrey decided he
Tower,
might have time to question one of the people
in the room before the séance began.

Humphrey and Shanigan managed to find Strelli
and the others downstairs. Strelli seemed
pleased to see them. "Good to see you boss.
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"Perhaps you should ask your accomplices to The two men crept along one side of the room.
come out of hiding," Humphrey told Holly. Crouching down, Strelli peered up through a
"There are at least two, I believe - the actor glass case containing a mummy. He shuddered.
depicting John Boothby, and another to slam
the door shut, and lock it, so that we wouldn't
be able to look too deeply into the illusion."
"Forget the accomplices," said Strelli, jabbing a
finger at the woman. "I want to know why you
think you've got the right to make us come out
here and waste our time. You think it's okay to
play with people like this, do you, just because
you have a little money to throw around?"
"No, it's nothing like that," protested Holly. "I
were the ones playing with
thought
people's feelings!" Visibly upset now, she
withdrew a purse from her handbag, and took
a handkerchief from the purse. The purse was
decorated with the image of a sparrow; she left
the purse on the table, and dabbed at her eyes
as she spoke. "I'll confess to some small belief
in the paranormal - yet far more common than
spooks or specters are those charlatans who
prey on the grief-stricken and the gullible.
Gentlemen, I thought your business was
founded on deceit. I invited you here - you, and
Mister El-Kabibri - in order to expose you. Even
to publicly ridicule you; I have a journalist friend
who positively loves this kind of story. But I see
now you're legitimate investigators, and I'm
deeply, deeply sorry for my atrocious behavior
this evening. Please, send me your bill for
tonight's work. I'll gladly reimburse you for
having wasted your time."

"That fella's about three thousand years old,"
whispered Humphrey, spotting him and
smiling. "He's in no condition to come menacing
you now."
"That's what Boris Karloff thought," replied
Strelli, gravely.
They made their way to the end of the room,
but found neither ghost nor intruder. They
continued out into the corridor at the other
end of the gallery, and made a quick inspection
of several other rooms. But again, they found
nobody.
Turn to 55.
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The painting really was remarkable, even in the
dim light of the museum's night-time
Bound
illumination. It showed a horse and three
figures at the side of a stream. Humphrey
regarded the horse's reflection as it drank from
If not, keep a note of how many of the avenues the water, and he shook his head in wonder.
of investigation below have already been
explored. Once the detectives have He felt a sneeze creeping into his runny nose
investigated three of these areas and returned then, and so he moved away from the work.
to this paragraph, turn immediately to 19. His gaze lingered on another work, this one a
Unless specifically stated otherwise, the painting of an apple tree, by Caillebotte detectives may not choose any of these options
.
more than once. When repeats are permitted,
any repeats count toward the total of three.
Otherwise, the detectives regrouped as
necessary and considered where to search for
information next.

Forcing himself to remember why he'd come
to the museum, he began to cast his eyes
around the room for anything unusual.
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El-Kabibri wavered, but remained where he
was standing.
"Well, you're responsible for this so-called
'ghost', aren't you?" Humphrey said to Holly. "I'll
admit I'm at a loss to say why, exactly. I'd guess
that you hope to investigate the investigators,
to discover whether we'll admit our ignorance,
or try to confound you with some spurious
preternatural quasi-truth."

Then Holly turned to Humphrey, Shanigan and
Strelli. "Detectives, I asked you to come here
tonight precisely in case something unexpected
took place. Mister Brown, how do you believe
we should proceed?"

"You have no reason to think such a thing," she
said, a little shaken. "How could I possibly
create a ghost?"
Tower

And then the sound of breaking glass came
from above them. "Did you see the ghost of "Mrs Webster's waiting to have a chat with me
John Boothby?" asked Holly. "If so, he's gone as well, gents," said Mick, seeming rather glad
upstairs. Maybe he wants to show us to leave them. "Excuse me."
something?"
He returned to the tea room, leaving the
"It sounds more like he wants to smash the detectives alone in the corridor.
place up," said Strelli. "You guys saw that as
well, right? It wasn't just me?"
El-Kabibri jumped to his feet. "This séance is
over. I'm leaving."
"No!" snapped Holly. "You remain here until
we've
with Boothby. That was
the deal. If you leave now, I'll have to declare
that you've failed to complete your side of our
business arrangement."
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Downstairs, Shanigan was chatting with Holly
as he led her back to the tea room. "I hope you
don't mind me saying this, Mrs Webster, but
when I learned that Arcana Agency would be
working for a bona-fide multi-millionaire... well,
I got a little nervous. I wasn't sure what to
expect from you."
"I hardly think of myself as the intimidating
kind," said Holly, with a wide smile. "I don't tend
to think of myself as a 'millionaire', either. I
didn't earn that money, after all, and it only
came to me following the premature deaths of
two husbands I loved very much. Of course, I
wouldn't say that I don't care about the money
- it grants me tremendous freedom, above all.
And yet it's, shall we say, a mixed blessing."

Strelli withdrew a thin metal rod from his
pocket, and inserted it into the door's lock.
Shanigan was giving him a questioning look, so
he answered, "Don't worry, it's not really a lock
pick. More of a... lucky charm. Just an old,
worn-down key that I find can work wonders
in this sort of situation. Now, the trick is - so
I've heard - to find the imperfections in the
lock's manufacture. You see, there's more than
"Hm," said Shanigan. "I guess I hadn't thought one cylinder in there that should all click down
about it like that."
simultaneously. But humans being humans,
every lock has some degree of imprecision, so
Holly halted, then. She asked, "Why are you they don't all fall at quite the same time." He
working for Arcana Agency, Mister Shanigan?" glanced over his shoulder at Shanigan. "You
might be waiting a while, I'm afraid."
And as he said those words, the lock clicked
open, startling him. Shanigan said, "Wow. I
guess the museum puts all its money into
acquiring new masterpieces. Rather than into,
say, security."
Strelli opened the door to the adjoining room.
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Humphrey Brown, Joe Strelli and Tom Shanigan
said their goodbyes, and made their way
upstairs to the Brooklyn Museum's main
entrance. They stood in the shelter of the
museum's doorway a few moments, looking
out at the nighttime rain. "How're you feeling
now, boss?" Shanigan asked.
"A little better," said Humphrey. He sniffed,
then said, "We may have been called out here
for a fairly frivolous reason, but I think we
managed to do some good tonight."
"Plus we earned a paycheck," added Shanigan.
"That never hurts."
"We may have another busy day tomorrow,"
said Strelli. "Think you'll be feeling well enough
to investigate the unknowable once again?"
Humphrey grinned. "Always."
With that, the three men turned up their
collars, and stepped into the rain.
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